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2019-12-22 0600 Comedy The Patsy
After the death of a successful comic, his production group seeks an unknown 

to mould into a star.
USA English-100 1964 RPT G

2019-12-22 0755 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 

unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, 

set against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2019-12-22 0935 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but 

now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes 

knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski 

chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh 

people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim 

discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the 

end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But 

before she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest 

fears - and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’ 

handsome but apparently unavailable son.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2019-12-22 1135 Comedy Bill

Bill Shakespeare is a hapless lute player with a big dream. Kicked out of his 

band, Bill leaves his despairing wife and kids behind in Stratford to seek fame 

and fortune in London. He’s written a great work for the stage and he’ll prove 

all the doubters wrong.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG v 

2019-12-22 1320 Comedy Boy

It's 1984, and 11-year-old Boy lives on a New Zealand farm with his gran, a 

goat, and his younger brother. Shortly after Gran leaves for a week, Boy's 

father appears out of the blue. Having imagined a heroic version of his father 

during his absence, Boy comes face to face with the real version - an 

incompetent hoodlum who has returned to find a bag of money he buried 

years before. Winner of the Audience Award at the 2010 Sydney Film Festival. 

Directed by Taika Waititi and stars James Rolleston, Te Aho Aho Eketone-

Whitu and Taika Waititi.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2010 RPT M a d l v Y

2019-12-22 1455 Romantic Comedy Tanu Weds Manu Returns

Four years after their wedding, a couple experience challenges which lead to 

the collapse of their marriage. The husband then develops feelings for a young 

student who looks like his wife.

INDIA Hindi-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2019-12-22 1720 Family Howl's Moving Castle
Studio

Ghibli

Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds her life thrown 

into turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps 

her off her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch 

of the Waste, who transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's 

efforts to break the curse bring her to Howl's magical moving castle, where 

she befriends Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hot-headed fire demon 

Calcifer. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki.

JAPAN English-100 2004 RPT PG Y



2019-12-22 1930 Drama Big Night Premiere

In a late 1950's beach town, food changes everything as two battling brothers 

turn their Italian restaurant, their lives and loves, upside down when jazz great 

Louis Prima comes to dinner.

USA English-100 1996

2019-12-22 2135 Drama The Broken Circle Breakdown

Elise and Didier fall in love at first sight, in spite of their differences. He talks, 

she listens. He's a romantic athiest, she's a religious realist. When their 

daughter becomes seriously ill, their love is put on trial.

BELGIUM

Flemish-33.34; 

Danish-33.33; 

English-33.33

2012 RPT MA a s Y Y

2019-12-22 2340 Drama 12 Years A Slave

In the years before the Civil War, Solomon Northup (Chiwetel Ejiofor), a free 

Black man from upstate New York, is kidnapped and sold into slavery in the 

South. Subjected to the cruelty of one malevolent owner (Michael 

Fassbender), he also finds unexpected kindess from another, as he struggles to 

survive and maintain some of his dignity. In the 12th year of the disheartening 

ordeal, a chance meeting with an abolitionist from Canada changes Solomon's 

life forever. Directed by Steve McQueen. Stars Lupita Nyong'o.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA a v Y

2019-12-22 2610 Drama Mr Pip

Mr Pip is the story of how Mr Watts (Hugh Laurie), a teacher on the war-torn 

island of Bougainville, helps a young girl survive the violence of her daily life 

through the power of imagination.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2012 RPT

2019-12-22 2820 Drama The Straight Story

The Straight Story is based on the real life journey of 73-year-old Alvin 

Straight, a man who decides to travel from his home in Laurens, Iowa, to 

Mount Zion, Wisconsin, to mend his relationship with his estranged older 

brother. There's a slightly quirky twist as Alvin insists on making the 317 mile 

journey on his lawnmower.

USA English-100 1999 RPT PG

2019-12-23 0625 Comedy Bill

Bill Shakespeare is a hapless lute player with a big dream. Kicked out of his 

band, Bill leaves his despairing wife and kids behind in Stratford to seek fame 

and fortune in London. He’s written a great work for the stage and he’ll prove 

all the doubters wrong.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG v 

2019-12-23 0810 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with 

their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern 

Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. 

Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves 

lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic 

powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very 

existence.

NORWAY

Norwegian-96; 

English-2; Russian-

2

2014 RPT PG a Y

2019-12-23 0950 Family Howl's Moving Castle
Studio

Ghibli

Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds her life thrown 

into turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps 

her off her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch 

of the Waste, who transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's 

efforts to break the curse bring her to Howl's magical moving castle, where 

she befriends Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hot-headed fire demon 

Calcifer. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki.

JAPAN English-100 2004 RPT PG Y

2019-12-23 1200 Drama Mr Pip

Mr Pip is the story of how Mr Watts (Hugh Laurie), a teacher on the war-torn 

island of Bougainville, helps a young girl survive the violence of her daily life 

through the power of imagination.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2012 RPT

2019-12-23 1410 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 

unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, 

set against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 



2019-12-23 1550 Drama Family Law

As he adjusts to being a husband and father, lawyer Ariel Perelman meditates 

on the ways in which he is similar to - and so very different from - his own 

lawyer father. A thoughtful and touching film, dealing with family relationships 

in an insightful and subtly comic way. Winner of the 2007 Silver Condor for 

Best Director and Best Supporting Actor. Directed by Daniel Burman and stars 

Daniel Hendler, Arturo Goetz and Eloy Burman.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2006 RPT PG a l Y

2019-12-23 1740 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2019-12-23 1930 Documentary Feature Kon-Tiki

The story of the legendary explorer Thor Heyerdal's epic 101 day, 4,300-mile 

crossing of the Pacific on a balsawood raft in 1947. Along with 5 adventurous 

companions, Heyerdal sought to prove his theory that it was possible for 

South Americans to settle in Polynesia in pre-Columbian times. 

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2013 RPT M a v Y Y

2019-12-23 2135 Drama Worlds Apart

Based on a true story, a young girl is torn between her conscience, religion and 

passion when she is forced to make a choice between her faith and her 

feelings for a man who does not belong to her family's church, the Jehovah's 

Witnesses. Nominated for three Bodil Awards in 2009, including Best Film. 

Directed by Niels Arden Oplev and stars Rosalinde Mynster, Pilou Asbæk and 

Jens Jørn Spottag.

DENMARK Danish-100 2008 RPT M a l Y

2019-12-23 2340 Drama Big Night

In a late 1950's beach town, food changes everything as two battling brothers 

turn their Italian restaurant, their lives and loves, upside down when jazz great 

Louis Prima comes to dinner.

USA English-100 1996 RPT

2019-12-23 2545 Drama The Broken Circle Breakdown

Elise and Didier fall in love at first sight, in spite of their differences. He talks, 

she listens. He's a romantic athiest, she's a religious realist. When their 

daughter becomes seriously ill, their love is put on trial.

BELGIUM

Flemish-33.34; 

Danish-33.33; 

English-33.33

2012 RPT MA a s Y Y

2019-12-23 2750 Documentary Feature Kon-Tiki

The story of the legendary explorer Thor Heyerdal's epic 101 day, 4,300-mile 

crossing of the Pacific on a balsawood raft in 1947. Along with 5 adventurous 

companions, Heyerdal sought to prove his theory that it was possible for 

South Americans to settle in Polynesia in pre-Columbian times. 

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2013 RPT M a v Y Y

2019-12-24 0555 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2019-12-24 0750 Drama Family Law

As he adjusts to being a husband and father, lawyer Ariel Perelman meditates 

on the ways in which he is similar to - and so very different from - his own 

lawyer father. A thoughtful and touching film, dealing with family relationships 

in an insightful and subtly comic way. Winner of the 2007 Silver Condor for 

Best Director and Best Supporting Actor. Directed by Daniel Burman and stars 

Daniel Hendler, Arturo Goetz and Eloy Burman.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2006 RPT PG a l Y



2019-12-24 0940 Animation Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But 

Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear 

society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled 

the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and 

comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention, 

upsetting the established order.

FRANCE English-100 2012 RPT PG

2019-12-24 1110 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with 

their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern 

Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. 

Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves 

lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic 

powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very 

existence.

NORWAY

Norwegian-96; 

English-2; Russian-

2

2014 RPT PG a Y

2019-12-24 1250 Drama Big Night

In a late 1950's beach town, food changes everything as two battling brothers 

turn their Italian restaurant, their lives and loves, upside down when jazz great 

Louis Prima comes to dinner.

USA English-100 1996 RPT

2019-12-24 1455 Family Howl's Moving Castle
Studio

Ghibli

Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds her life thrown 

into turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps 

her off her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch 

of the Waste, who transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's 

efforts to break the curse bring her to Howl's magical moving castle, where 

she befriends Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hot-headed fire demon 

Calcifer. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki.

JAPAN English-100 2004 RPT PG Y

2019-12-24 1705 Animation Spirited Away
Studio

Ghibli

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 

full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne 

Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-12-24 1930 Fantasy A Monster Calls
Happy

Holidays

The monster does not come walking often. This time it comes to Connor, and 

it asks for the one thing Connor cannot bring himself to do - tell the truth. This 

is a very touching story about a boy who feels very damaged, guilty, and 

mostly angry. He struggles at school with bullies, and pity looks from 

everyone, and at home with his mother's sickness. Will Connor overcome his 

problems? Will everything be okay? Will Connor be able to speak the truth?

USA English-100 2016 PG v 

2019-12-24 2130 Drama Silence
Happy

Holidays

An adaptation of the Shusaku Endo novel about 17th century Jesuits who risk 

their lives to bring Christianity to Japan.
USA

English-50; 

Japanese-50
2017 RPT MA v Y Y

2019-12-24 2430 Documentary Feature Kon-Tiki

The story of the legendary explorer Thor Heyerdal's epic 101 day, 4,300-mile 

crossing of the Pacific on a balsawood raft in 1947. Along with 5 adventurous 

companions, Heyerdal sought to prove his theory that it was possible for 

South Americans to settle in Polynesia in pre-Columbian times. 

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2013 RPT M a v Y Y

2019-12-24 2635 Drama Worlds Apart

Based on a true story, a young girl is torn between her conscience, religion and 

passion when she is forced to make a choice between her faith and her 

feelings for a man who does not belong to her family's church, the Jehovah's 

Witnesses. Nominated for three Bodil Awards in 2009, including Best Film. 

Directed by Niels Arden Oplev and stars Rosalinde Mynster, Pilou Asbæk and 

Jens Jørn Spottag.

DENMARK Danish-100 2008 RPT M a l Y



2019-12-24 2835 Animation Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But 

Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear 

society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled 

the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and 

comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention, 

upsetting the established order.

FRANCE English-100 2012 RPT PG

2019-12-25 0610 Action Adventure Heidi
Orphaned at age five, curly-haired Heidi is sent to live with her gruff recluse of 

a grandfather in the Swiss Alps. However, she soon thaws his frozen heart.
GERMANY German-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2019-12-25 0815 Comedy Christmas And Co

Christmas Eve is right around the corner and nothing’s going as planned. The 

92,000 elves in Santa’s workshop all keel over and pass out, in one fell swoop! 

That’s quite a blow for Santa Claus. He has no choice but to hitch up his 

reindeer and fly down to Earth, on the double, in search of a cure! But once he 

gets there, he’ll need to scare up some allies to help him save the magic of 

Christmas.

BELGIUM French-100 2017 RPT PG l s Y

2019-12-25 1010 Drama Family Law

As he adjusts to being a husband and father, lawyer Ariel Perelman meditates 

on the ways in which he is similar to - and so very different from - his own 

lawyer father. A thoughtful and touching film, dealing with family relationships 

in an insightful and subtly comic way. Winner of the 2007 Silver Condor for 

Best Director and Best Supporting Actor. Directed by Daniel Burman and stars 

Daniel Hendler, Arturo Goetz and Eloy Burman.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2006 RPT PG a l Y

2019-12-25 1200 Drama Worlds Apart

Based on a true story, a young girl is torn between her conscience, religion and 

passion when she is forced to make a choice between her faith and her 

feelings for a man who does not belong to her family's church, the Jehovah's 

Witnesses. Nominated for three Bodil Awards in 2009, including Best Film. 

Directed by Niels Arden Oplev and stars Rosalinde Mynster, Pilou Asbæk and 

Jens Jørn Spottag.

DENMARK Danish-100 2008 RPT M a l Y

2019-12-25 1405 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2019-12-25 1600 Animation Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But 

Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear 

society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled 

the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and 

comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention, 

upsetting the established order.

FRANCE English-100 2012 RPT PG

2019-12-25 1730 Action Adventure The Three Musketeers
Dashing D'Artagnan (Michael York) helps Athos (Oliver Reed), Porthos and 

Aramis foil Cardinal Richelieu's plot to besmirch the queen.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1973 RPT PG a 

2019-12-25 1930 Biography The King's Speech
Happy

Holidays

After the death of his father King George V and the scandalous abdication of 

King Edward VIII, Bertie, who has suffered from a debilitating speech 

impediment all his life, is suddenly crowned King George VI of England. With 

his country on the brink of war and in desperate need of a leader, his wife, 

Elizabeth, the future Queen Mother, arranges for her husband to see an 

eccentric speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Directed by Tom Hooper and stars 

Colin Firth, Geoffrey Rush and Helena Bonham Carter.

USA English-100 2010 RPT M l Y



2019-12-25 2140 Drama The Passion Of The Christ
Happy

Holidays

One of cinema's most intensely powerful movie-going experiences, The 

Passion of The Christ has become a critically acclaimed, global box-office 

phenomenon. Now, this history-making film has inspired millions to learn 

more about its origins. From Academy Award-Winning director Mel Gibson 

comes a profound story of courage and sacrifice, depicting the final twelve 

hours in the life of Jesus Christ.

USA

Latin-33.34; 

Aramaic-33.33; 

Hebrew-33.33

2004 RPT MA v Y

2019-12-25 2355 Drama Silence
Happy

Holidays

An adaptation of the Shusaku Endo novel about 17th century Jesuits who risk 

their lives to bring Christianity to Japan.
USA

English-50; 

Japanese-50
2017 RPT MA v Y Y

2019-12-25 2655 Biography The King's Speech
Happy

Holidays

After the death of his father King George V and the scandalous abdication of 

King Edward VIII, Bertie, who has suffered from a debilitating speech 

impediment all his life, is suddenly crowned King George VI of England. With 

his country on the brink of war and in desperate need of a leader, his wife, 

Elizabeth, the future Queen Mother, arranges for her husband to see an 

eccentric speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Directed by Tom Hooper and stars 

Colin Firth, Geoffrey Rush and Helena Bonham Carter.

USA English-100 2010 RPT M l Y

2019-12-26 0510 Animation Spirited Away
Studio

Ghibli

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 

full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne 

Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-12-26 0735 Drama Romeo And Juliet

Romeo and Juliet secretly wed despite the sworn contempt their families hold 

for each other. It is not long, however, before a chain of fateful events changes 

the lives of both families forever.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a v 

2019-12-26 0945 Action Adventure The Three Musketeers
Dashing D'Artagnan (Michael York) helps Athos (Oliver Reed), Porthos and 

Aramis foil Cardinal Richelieu's plot to besmirch the queen.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1973 RPT PG a 

2019-12-26 1145 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2019-12-26 1340 Comedy Christmas And Co

Christmas Eve is right around the corner and nothing’s going as planned. The 

92,000 elves in Santa’s workshop all keel over and pass out, in one fell swoop! 

That’s quite a blow for Santa Claus. He has no choice but to hitch up his 

reindeer and fly down to Earth, on the double, in search of a cure! But once he 

gets there, he’ll need to scare up some allies to help him save the magic of 

Christmas.

BELGIUM French-100 2017 RPT PG l s Y

2019-12-26 1535 Action Adventure Heidi
Orphaned at age five, curly-haired Heidi is sent to live with her gruff recluse of 

a grandfather in the Swiss Alps. However, she soon thaws his frozen heart.
GERMANY German-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2019-12-26 1745 Fantasy City Of Ember
An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately, 

power supply is failing slowly but surely.
USA English-100 2008 RPT PG h 

2019-12-26 1930 Action Adventure Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Happy

Holidays

When a politician's daughter steals a legendary warrior's precious sword, a 

sequence of events is triggered to recover the sword, which leads to a deadly 

encounter with the thief's witch-like minder. From renowned director Ang Lee, 

the film received four Academy Awards in 2001, including Best Foreign 

Language Film and Best Cinematography. Stars Chow Yun-Fat, Michelle Yeoh, 

Zhang Ziyi and Chang Chen.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2000 RPT M a s v Y



2019-12-26 2145 Drama Harry Brown
Happy

Holidays

Harry Brown is an elderly ex-marine living in a dingy English housing estate 

apartment. The escalating crime and violence has made him so frightened that 

he won’t even use the underpass near his home. Shortly after his wife dies, 

Harry's best friend is murdered, prompting Harry to seek revenge on the 

criminal lowlifes who have made his life hell. Winner of the 2010 Empire 

Award for Best British Film. Directed by Daniel Barber and stars Michael Caine, 

Emily Mortimer and David Bradley.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009 RPT MA d l s v Y

2019-12-26 2345 Drama The Broken Circle Breakdown

Elise and Didier fall in love at first sight, in spite of their differences. He talks, 

she listens. He's a romantic athiest, she's a religious realist. When their 

daughter becomes seriously ill, their love is put on trial.

BELGIUM

Flemish-33.34; 

Danish-33.33; 

English-33.33

2012 RPT MA a s Y Y

2019-12-26 2550 Drama The Passion Of The Christ
Happy

Holidays

One of cinema's most intensely powerful movie-going experiences, The 

Passion of The Christ has become a critically acclaimed, global box-office 

phenomenon. Now, this history-making film has inspired millions to learn 

more about its origins. From Academy Award-Winning director Mel Gibson 

comes a profound story of courage and sacrifice, depicting the final twelve 

hours in the life of Jesus Christ.

USA

Latin-33.34; 

Aramaic-33.33; 

Hebrew-33.33

2004 RPT MA v Y

2019-12-26 2810 Action Adventure Heidi
Orphaned at age five, curly-haired Heidi is sent to live with her gruff recluse of 

a grandfather in the Swiss Alps. However, she soon thaws his frozen heart.
GERMANY German-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2019-12-27 0610 Comedy Christmas And Co

Christmas Eve is right around the corner and nothing’s going as planned. The 

92,000 elves in Santa’s workshop all keel over and pass out, in one fell swoop! 

That’s quite a blow for Santa Claus. He has no choice but to hitch up his 

reindeer and fly down to Earth, on the double, in search of a cure! But once he 

gets there, he’ll need to scare up some allies to help him save the magic of 

Christmas.

BELGIUM French-100 2017 RPT PG l s Y

2019-12-27 0800 Fantasy City Of Ember
An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately, 

power supply is failing slowly but surely.
USA English-100 2008 RPT PG h 

2019-12-27 0950 Drama Romeo And Juliet

Romeo and Juliet secretly wed despite the sworn contempt their families hold 

for each other. It is not long, however, before a chain of fateful events changes 

the lives of both families forever.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a v 

2019-12-27 1200 Biography The King's Speech
Happy

Holidays

After the death of his father King George V and the scandalous abdication of 

King Edward VIII, Bertie, who has suffered from a debilitating speech 

impediment all his life, is suddenly crowned King George VI of England. With 

his country on the brink of war and in desperate need of a leader, his wife, 

Elizabeth, the future Queen Mother, arranges for her husband to see an 

eccentric speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Directed by Tom Hooper and stars 

Colin Firth, Geoffrey Rush and Helena Bonham Carter.

USA English-100 2010 RPT M l Y

2019-12-27 1410 Action Adventure The Three Musketeers
Dashing D'Artagnan (Michael York) helps Athos (Oliver Reed), Porthos and 

Aramis foil Cardinal Richelieu's plot to besmirch the queen.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1973 RPT PG a 

2019-12-27 1610 Family The Cat Returns

After rescuing a mysterious cat from traffic, a young girl finds herself 

involuntarily engaged to a cat prince in a magical world where her only hope 

of freedom lies with a dapper cat statuette that has come to life. 

JAPAN English-100 2002 RPT G Y

2019-12-27 1735 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 



2019-12-27 1930 Comedy Delicatessen

Set in a post-apocalyptic future, a landlord who happens to be a butcher starts 

slaughtering humans to feed his starving tenants, a practice which outrages a 

vegetarian guerrilla group living in the sewers beneath the city streets. Winner 

of four César Awards in 1992, including Best First Work. Directed by Marc Caro 

and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, and stars Jean-Claude Dreyfus, Dominique Pinon and 

Marie-Laure Dougnac.

FRANCE French-100 1991 RPT M a v Y

2019-12-27 2120 Drama Novitiate Premiere

Spanning over a decade from the early 1950s through to the mid-60s, 

Novitiate is about a young girl's first experience with love. In this case, her first 

love is God. Raised by a vehemently non-religious, single mother in rural 

Tennessee, a scholarship to Catholic school soon finds Cathleen drawn into all 

the mystery and romanticism of a life devoted to the worship and servitude of 

God. With the dawn of the Vatican II era, radical changes in the Church are 

threating the course of nuns’ lives. Cathleen finds herself struggling with issues 

of faith, sexuality, and the changing administration. As she progresses from 

the postulant to the novitiate stage of training, she finds her faith repeatedly 

confronted and challenged by the harsh, often inhumane realities of being a 

servant of God.

USA English-100 2017

2019-12-27 2335 Action Adventure Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Happy

Holidays

When a politician's daughter steals a legendary warrior's precious sword, a 

sequence of events is triggered to recover the sword, which leads to a deadly 

encounter with the thief's witch-like minder. From renowned director Ang Lee, 

the film received four Academy Awards in 2001, including Best Foreign 

Language Film and Best Cinematography. Stars Chow Yun-Fat, Michelle Yeoh, 

Zhang Ziyi and Chang Chen.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2000 RPT M a s v Y

2019-12-27 2550 Drama The Hairdresser's Husband

As a twelve-year-old, Antoine was introduced to sex by an amply-endowed 

woman who cut his hair, and as a middle-aged man, he has a passionate 

romance with a shy hairdresser.

FRANCE French-100 1990 RPT M a s Y

2019-12-27 2720 Drama Romeo And Juliet

Romeo and Juliet secretly wed despite the sworn contempt their families hold 

for each other. It is not long, however, before a chain of fateful events changes 

the lives of both families forever.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M v 

2019-12-28 0530 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2019-12-28 0725 Family The Illusionist

A French illusionist finds himself out of work and travels to Scotland, where he 

meets a young woman. Their ensuing adventure changes both their lives 

forever. Directed by Sylvain Chomet and stars Jean-Claude Donda, Eilidh 

Rankin and Duncan MacNeil. Nominated for an Academy Award for Best 

Animated Feature Film in 2011.

FRANCE English-100 2010 RPT PG

2019-12-28 0855 Drama The Finishers

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams 

are difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with him 

in the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and 

reconnects in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-12-28 1035 Family The Cat Returns

After rescuing a mysterious cat from traffic, a young girl finds herself 

involuntarily engaged to a cat prince in a magical world where her only hope 

of freedom lies with a dapper cat statuette that has come to life. 

JAPAN English-100 2002 RPT G Y



2019-12-28 1200 Action Adventure Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Happy

Holidays

When a politician's daughter steals a legendary warrior's precious sword, a 

sequence of events is triggered to recover the sword, which leads to a deadly 

encounter with the thief's witch-like minder. From renowned director Ang Lee, 

the film received four Academy Awards in 2001, including Best Foreign 

Language Film and Best Cinematography. Stars Chow Yun-Fat, Michelle Yeoh, 

Zhang Ziyi and Chang Chen.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2000 RPT M a s v Y

2019-12-28 1415 Fantasy City Of Ember
An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately, 

power supply is failing slowly but surely.
USA English-100 2008 RPT PG h 

2019-12-28 1600 Drama Ramen Shop

Masato, a young Ramen chef, leaves his hometown in Japan to embark on a 

culinary journey to Singapore to find out the truth about his past. He uncovers 

a lot more than family secrets and delicious recipes.

FRANCE

English-40; 

Japanese-30; 

Mandarin-30

2018 RPT PG a Y

2019-12-28 1740 Musical Walking On Sunshine A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2019-12-28 1930 Romance Carol

Based on Patricia Highsmith’s novella The Price of Salt, which depicts the 

burgeoning relationship between two very different women in 1950s New 

York. One is a woman in her 20s (Rooney Mara) working in a department store 

who dreams of a more fulfilling life, and the other, a wife (Cate Blanchett) 

trapped in a loveless, moneyed marriage desperate to break free.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M a l n s Y

2019-12-28 2145 Action Adventure Taking Of Tiger Mountain Premiere
A story focusing on a conflict between a People's Liberation Army squad and a 

bandit gang in north-east China during the Chinese revolution.
CHINA Mandarin-100 2014 MA v Y

2019-12-28 2425 Drama Novitiate

Spanning over a decade from the early 1950s through to the mid-60s, 

Novitiate is about a young girl's first experience with love. In this case, her first 

love is God. Raised by a vehemently non-religious, single mother in rural 

Tennessee, a scholarship to Catholic school soon finds Cathleen drawn into all 

the mystery and romanticism of a life devoted to the worship and servitude of 

God. With the dawn of the Vatican II era, radical changes in the Church are 

threating the course of nuns’ lives. Cathleen finds herself struggling with issues 

of faith, sexuality, and the changing administration. As she progresses from 

the postulant to the novitiate stage of training, she finds her faith repeatedly 

confronted and challenged by the harsh, often inhumane realities of being a 

servant of God.

USA English-100 2017 RPT

2019-12-28 2640 Comedy Delicatessen

Set in a post-apocalyptic future, a landlord who happens to be a butcher starts 

slaughtering humans to feed his starving tenants, a practice which outrages a 

vegetarian guerrilla group living in the sewers beneath the city streets. Winner 

of four César Awards in 1992, including Best First Work. Directed by Marc Caro 

and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, and stars Jean-Claude Dreyfus, Dominique Pinon and 

Marie-Laure Dougnac.

FRANCE French-100 1991 RPT M a v Y

2019-12-28 2830 Drama The Hairdresser's Husband

As a twelve-year-old, Antoine was introduced to sex by an amply-endowed 

woman who cut his hair, and as a middle-aged man, he has a passionate 

romance with a shy hairdresser.

FRANCE French-100 1990 RPT M a s Y


